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Preface
　　Before　bringing　up　the　issue　of　human　rights　of　the　prisoner§，　it　must　be
made　clear　that　the　human　rights　discussed　here　are　the　human　rights　of
the“prisoners”and　not　human　rights“in　general”．　It　is　not　certain　if　such
things　as　the　human　rights　that　are　exclusive　to　the　prisoners　can　exist
or　not；however，　as　matters　stand，　today’s　imprisonment　system　inevitablly
sets　a　limit　to　the　human　rights　of　the　prisoners．　For　example，　the　right　of
residence，　the　right　to　form　an　association，　and　many　other　human　rights
are　restrictive　to　the　prisoners．　It　must　be　argued　whether　the　prisoners’
human　rights，　such　as　the　right　to　earn　the　minimum’翌≠№?C　and　the　right　to
have　suffrage，　should　be　naturally　subject　to　restrictions．
　　The　issue　of　the　prisoners’human　rights　are　various　and　phased；it　can　be
raised　from　the　purpose　and　the　existing　restrictions　of　the　imprisonment
system，　or　it　can　be　raised　within　the　imprisonment　system　itself．　Therefore，
－the　point　must　be　argued　under　the　definition　of　the　Weimar　Republic　of
1919，which　was　the　first　constitution　to　assure．“Menschenwudigen　Desein”，
or“being　worth　to　be　human”．　First，　it　must　be　verified　if　the　prisoners　are
treated　as“Menschenwudigen　Desein”，　and　then　the　focus　must　be　brought
to　today’s　existing　human　rights　issue，　not　to　the　human　rights　issue　in
℃omparison　with　the　past．　Also，　when　dealing　with　the　human　rights　issue
in　Japan，　it　must　be　noted　that　all　the　human　rights　are　based　upon　the
“Menschenwudigen　Desein”of　the　International　Code．
　　Regardless　of　the　existance　of　the　laws　and　the　regulations，　it　is　the
prisoners　who　judge　if　their　human　rights　are　protected　or　not．　If　they　judge
that　their　human　rights　are　not　satisfactorily　protected，　investigations　must
be　made　to　use　what　kinds　of　legal　actions　are　taken　to　secure　their　human
rights．　Before　going　into　the　human　rights　issue　from　the　international　point
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of　view，　it　is　important　to　know　the　related　convertions，　agreements，　and
declarations　that　Japan　have　taken　their　code　upon．
●
1 International　Code　Related　with　Prisoners
　“Universal　Declaration　of　Human　Rights”，　that　passed　a　vote　on　Decem－
ber　10，1948　in　the　3rd　General　Assembly　of　the　United　Nations　must　be
quoted　here　first．　The　5th　amendment　of　the　above　mentioned　declara－
tion　states，“No　one　shall　be　subjected　to　torture　or　to　cruel，　inhuman，　or
degrading　treatment，　or　punishment．”This　declaration，　which　all　the　hu－
man　beings　and　all　the　nations　should　accomplish　as　a　common　code，　was
adopted　and　promulgated　based　upon　the　spirit　of　the　United　Nations　Char－
ter　of　1945．　Japan　proclaimed　a　volition　that　they　would　make　an　effort　to
realize　the　purpose　of　the　Universal　Declaration　of　Human　Rights　in　the
Treaty　of　Peace　with　Japan　of　1952．
　　Not　to　mention，　Japanese　Constitution（executed　in　1947）presents　respect
of　the　basic　human　rights　in　its丘rst　amendment　and　assures　that　those
basic　human　rights　shall　be　secured　lastingly．　Also，　the　Constitution　makes
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　く　an　oath　that“All　the　treaties　and　international　regulations　that　Japan　has
concluded　shall　be　faithfully　followed．”Prisoners’human　rights　in　Japan
must　be　respected　and　se，c，　ured　according　to　the　international　human　rights
awareness　and　the　International　Code．
　　As　concreat，“Standard　Minimum　Rules　for　The．Treatment　of　Prisoners”
which　resolved　in　the　lst　United　Nations　Crime　Prevention　Meeting　in　1955
can　be　presented　first．　It　loss　not　have　any　legal　binding　force　since　it
is　not　a　treaty；however，　it　is　one　of　the　international　codes　to　be　fully
understood　as　it　indicates　standard　minimum　rules，　such　as　accomodations，
clothing，　medical　care，　punishment，　complaints，　communications，　treatment
in　an　individual　cell，　and　etc．，　of　the　prisonerS．（“Standard　Minimum　Rules”
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from　hereof）
　　Secondly　the，‘‘International　Convenant　on　Civil　and　Political　Rights”
witch　was　adopted　in　the　2nd　United　Nation　General　Assembly　in　De－
cember　of　1966　can　be　quaded（International　Human　Rights　Convenant　B
agreement）．　The　7th　amendment　of　the　convenant　states，‘no　one　shall　be
subjected　to　torture　or　to　crue1，　inhuman，　or　degrading　treatment，　or　pun－
ishment．　In　paticular，　no　one　shall　be　subjected　without　his　free　consent
to　medical　or　scientific　examination．　The　10th　amendment　states，“All　per－
sons　deprived　of　their　liberty　dignity　of　the　human　person“．（“Human　Rights
Convenant”hereof）　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　／
　Japan　did　not　ratify　the　convenant　until　September　of　1979．　be　worse，
this　convenant　has　an　optional　protocol　in　which　an　individual　is　the　one　to
report　to　the　Special　Human　Rights　Committee　when　his　human　rights　are
violated　somehow；However，　To　since　Japan　has　not　ratified　the　optional
protocol　yet，　they　do　not　have　a　complete　function　to　protect　human　rights．
　Thirdly，“Declaration　on　the　protection　of　all　persons　from　being　sub－
jected　to　torture　and　other　cruel，　inhuman，　or　degrading　treatment，　or　pun－
ishment．”can　be　taken　as　another　concrete　example．　This　agreement　was
adopted　in　the　United　Nations　in　1975，　but　Japan　has　not　ratified　it　yet．
This　agreement　does　not　have　any　legal　binding　force，　but　it　states　that　no
nation　shall　approve　nor　connive　any　torture．　The　term　torture　is　defined　in
the　agreement，“Torture　means　any　act　by　which　severe　pain　or　suffering，
whether　physical　or　mentaL．．”The　fact　that　Japan　has　not　ratified　this
agreement　suggests　where　the　Japanese　punishment　system　stands．
　As　the　forth　measure，“Principles　of　medical　ethics　relevant　to　the　roll　of
health　personnel，　particularly　physicians，　in　the　protection　of　prisons　and
detainees　against　torture　and　other　crue1，　inhuman，　or　degrading　treatment，
or　punishment”（Principles　of　Medical　Ethics）can　be　used．　It　was　adopted
in　the　United　Nations　in　1982．　This　principle　is　not　an　agreement；therefore，
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it　has　no　legal　binding　force．　In　this　internationa’l　principle，　ethic　morals
and　gui（斗ing　ideas　for　the　physician　are　stated．
　“Recomendation　on　the　social　protection　of　prison　inmates”is　used　as　the
fifth　example．　This　recomendation　system　was　adopted　in　the　European
Committee　in　1981．　This　system　was　not　forth　in　order　for　prison　inmates
to　get　oPPortunities　to　regain　their　position　in　society．
　Japan　should　be　interested　in　the　sixth　example　it　is　the　European　Prison
Rules　for　prisoners（1987）．　The　Rules　were　completely　revised　to　improve
the　Standard　Minimum　Rules　for　the　Treatment　of　Prisoners　in　Europe
which　was　adopted　in　1973．　While　the　United　Nations　Standard　Minimum
Rules　of’55　has　not　come　to　a　total　revision，　the　revised　European　Prison
Rules　states　in　the　first　amendment　as　a　basic　rule，“The　deprivation　of
liberty　shall　be　effected　in　mental　and　moral　conditions　which　esure　respect
for　human　dignity　and　are　in　conformity　with　there　rules”．　This　explains
that　any　treatment　must　be　given　to　prisoners　for　the　purpose　of　encouraging
them　to　return　to　the　society　with　health　and　self　respect．
　The　United　Nations　Standard　Minimum　Rules　does　not　have　this　rule，
and　the　European　Prison　Rules　clarifies　the　transition　from“Punishment
Principle”to“Human　Rights　Principle”．
　The　seventh　International　Code　is“Body　of　principles　for　the　protection
of　all　persons　under　any　form　of　detention　or　imprisonment．”，　which　was
adopted　in　The　United　Nations　in　1988．、（The　protection　of　all　persons　under
any　form　of　detention　or　imprisonment）Prisoners　rights　under　imprison－
ment，　such　as　the　right　to　get　information　and　explanations　on　exercise　of
their　rights，　the　right　to　know　the　legal　clarifications　of　the　purpose　and　the
type　of　punishment，　the　right　to　report　complaints　regarding　the　treatments
in　prison　to　the　special　organization，　and　etc．，　are　stated　in　this　Principle．
　The　eighth　example　is“Basic　Principles　for　the　Treatment　of　Prisoners”
which　was　adopted　in　1990　at”the　8th　United　Nations　Congress　on　the
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Prevention　of　Crime　and　the　Treatment　of　Offenderes”in　Havana．　This
Principle　takes　its　basic　Idea　upon　the　Standard　Minimum　Rule　of’55　and
declares，‘“All　prisoners　shall　be　treated　with　respect　due　to　their　inher－
ent，　dignity，　and　the　value　as　human　beings．”　It　also　states，“Condition
shall　be　created　enabling　prisoners　to　undertake　meaningful　remunerated
employment．”
　The　ninth　International　Code　is　the　Human　Rights　document　called“Mak－
ing　Standard　Work；an　international　hand　book　on　good　prison　practice”
（From　hereof　MSW）．　The　Netherland　presented　this　handbook　in　the　gth
United　Nations　Crime　Privention　Assembly　which　was　held　i－n　Cairo　in　May
of　1995．　This　handbook　was　published　by　Penal　Reform　Internationa1（from
hereof　PRI）of　human　rights　NGO．
　Other　important　International　Codes　related　to　Human　Rights　of　the　Pris－
oners　are；“Code　of　Conduct　for　Law　Enforcement　oMcials”which　the
United　Nations　General　AssembIy　passed　a　vote　in　1979，“Exercise　of　au－
thorities　and　use　of　firearms　by　law　enforcement　oMcials”which　was　adoped
in“The　8th　United　Nations　Congress　on　the　Prevention　of　Crime　and　the
treatment　of　offernders”in　September　of　1990，“Recommendation　on　the　se－
lection　and　training　of　personal　for　penal　and　correctonal　intitutions”that
was　passed　in“The　lst　United　Nations　Congress　on　the　privention　of　Crime
and　the　treatment　of　offenders”of　1955，　and“Recommendation　on　prison
labour”that　was　adopted　in　the　name　United　Nations　Congress．　、
　“Convention　on　the　Rights　of　the　Child”is　the　first　example　of　Interna－
tional　Codes　for　Juvenile　correction．　Japan　ratified　this　convention　in　April
of　1994．（effectuated　in　May，1995）The　second　example　is“United　Na・
tions　Standard　minimum　rules　for　the　Administration　of　Juvenile　Justice”
（Beijing　Rules　1985）．　The　third　example　is“United　Nations　Rules　for　the
Protection　of　Juvenile　Deprives　of　their　Liberty”（1990）．
　Acouple　of　facts　about　treatment　of　Prisoners　in　the　States　are　referred
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in　this　booklet．
●
2 International　Code　and　Human　Right　of　Prisoners
　It　is　hard　to　determine　where　all　the　conventions，　ballot　takings，　and　res－
olutions，　that　were　enumerated　in　the　previous　chapter，　can　be　situated　in
Japanese　system　because　some　of　them　have　actual　legal　enforcements　and
some　of　then　do　not．　Also，　people　interpret　those　conventions，　ballot　takings，
and　resolutions　in　many　different　ways．　However，　taking　the　basic　idea　of
the　Japanese　constitution　or　its　98th　amendment（observation　of　interna－
tional　rules）into　consideration，　any　legal　actions　should　be　carried　out　for
the　protection　of　prisoners’human　rights　even　if　Japan　has　not　ratified　all
the　conventions　at　the　present．　Not　to　mention，　the　reality　does　not　work
that　way．　knowing　the　meaning　of　human　rights　is　important，　but　before
anything　else，　the　definition　of“being　worth　being　human”is　not　even　clear．
It　is　liable　to　be　justified　by　putting　a　word　such　as“being　Japanese”．
　Still，　human　right　must　be　universal　today，　and　it　should　not　be　differ
by　nation　or　race，　such　as　Japanese　human　rights　or　Asian　human　rights，
though　it　is　doubtful　that　human　rights　can　be　totally　universal　as　long　as
sovereign　nation　exists．　Is　is　true　that　no　country　is　satisfied　with　prisoners’
human　rights　issue，　but　the　important　thing　is　wheter　a　nation　is　making
an　effort　to　improve　the　situation　for　prisoners．　Prisoners’human　rights
should　not　be　infringed　to　justify　a　nation’s　system　for　any　cultual　reasons．
　In　order　to　examine　the　situation　of　prisoners’human　rights　from　this
point　of　view，　it　is　important　to　pay　attantion　to　legal　standing　of　prisoners．
Here，　an　idea　of　a　German　criminologyst，　Berthold　Freudental（1872－1929）
must　be　recollected．　His　idea　is　that　the　function　of　prosin，　which　is　the
execution　of　imprisonment　systeM，　gives　a　legal　regal　relation　between　the
nation　and　the　prisoners．　Freudental　reasons　that　the　relashonship　between
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the　nation　and　the　prisoners　must　be　controlled　legally．　Needles　to　say，
all　the　human　rights　regulations　are　made　under　this　idea．　It　is　impossible
to　deprive　the　entire　life　of　the　prisoners，　but　the　legal　relation　signifies
the　basic　lead　of“being　worth　being　human”，　and，　not　to　mention，　the
legal　relationship　based　upon　this　idea　cannot　be　satisfied　by　perfunctorily
performed　legal　relation．　Legal　control　means　a　control　of　the　idea　of　the
Iaw．
　Today，　this　kind　of　control　by　the　law　is　internationally　recognized，　and
it　should　not　stay　in　just　one　nation．　For　example，　the　Internatiollal　Human
Rights　B　Regulation　states，“Where　not　already　recomended　for　by　existing
legistartive　or　other　measure，　each　state　party　to　the　present　convenant　un－
dertakes　to　take　the　necessary　steps，　in　accordance　with　its　constituitional
process　and　with　the　provisions　of　the　present　convenant，　to　adopt　such
legistrative　or　other　measures　as　may　be　necessary　to　give　effect　to　the
rights　recognized　in　the　present　convenant．（the　2nd　amendment，　the　2nd
clause）
　Seconda11y，　it　is　important　that　the　legal　control　has　an　actual　effect．
It　is　questioned　how　the　prisoners　complaints　are　established．　This　issue
also　varies　as　each　prisoner　has　different　complaints．　InternallY，　it　must　be
examined　if　the　rights　of　making　complaints　have　been　established　or　not，
if　all　the　prisoners　are　subjects　to　use　such　rights　liberally　or　not，　and　if
the　judgements　are　made　objectively　or　not．　Internationally，　Japan　has　not
ratified　the　optional　protocol，　which　is　the　basic　idea　of　the　International
human　Rights　B　Regulations，　and　prisoners　cannot　report　to　the　human
rights　commitee　directoly．
　The　Japanese　govenment　states　that　even　though　Japan　has　not　ratified
the　optional　protocol，　prisoners’complaints　are　handled　according　to　the
lead　of　International　Human　Rights；therefore，　the　fact　that　Japan　has　not
ratified　the　protocol　shall　not　cause　any　international　problems．　It　is　a
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question　if　this　is　reasonable　or　not．　It　is　possible　to　say　that　Japan　has
not　rati丘ed　the　International　Human　Rights　Regulations，　thought　they　say
that　they　have，　because　they　have　not　ratified　the　optional　protocol，　which
is　the　basic　practical　idea　od　the　International　Human　Rights’Regulations．
However，　this　issue　is　not　going　to　be　alluded　here．　The　main　point　is
that　where　the　Japanese　imprisonment　system　stands　from　the　point　of　the
International　standards．
●
3 Legal　Relation　in　Japanese　Imprisonment　System
　Abasic　prison　law　was　established　in　1908　in　Japan．　Shigejiro　Ogawa，
who　devoted　himself　to　where　a　draft　of　the　law，　made　an　effort　to　create　a
formal　law　that　was　equal　to　the　International　prison　law　at　that　time，　such
as　individual　treatment　and　single　cell　system　etc．；㌔however，　subsequent
interpretation　of　the　prioen　law　and　management　is　completely　negrecting
the　legal　relation　based　upon　the　idea　of　being　worth　being　human　of　the
international　standards．
　　Basically，0．　Mayer（Otto　Mayer，1846－1925）of　Germany　had　managed
imprisonment　system　as　special　power　relation．　As　long　as　the　impris－
onment　system　itself　is　preserved　after　the　war，　the　basic　stand　point　of
the　imprisonment　system　has　not　changed．　The丘rst　court　case　that　had
connection　with　a　prisoner’s　complaint　was　the　Hiramine　case（condemned
criminal，　SON－Tohachi）that　Osaka　district　court　delivered　judgement　on
August　20，1958．　A　criminal’s　action　had　been　unacceptable　in　the　States
unti11955　because　of　the　principle　of‘‘Hands　off　doctorine”．
　　In　reality，　Legistrative　judgement　is　not　made　based　upon　the　idea　of
“being　worth　being　human”in　Japan．　Moreover，　the　legistrative　judgement
itself　is　the　tip　of　an　iceberg，　and　innumerable　events　have　been　burried　in
actual　work．　In　short，　a　legal　relation　of　prisoner　does　not　exist．　Before
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the　prison　law，　the　reality　of　the　imprisonment　system　lays　behind　this　fact．
What　is　in　up　front　in　the　reality　of　the　circumestance　with　the　imprison－
ment　system　is　not　a　legal　relation．　Government　ordinance　and　directions
are　the　ones　that　are　closely　connected　with　security　and　restriction　of　pris－
oners　rights　and　obIigations．　In　another　word，　these　are“instructions”of
the　chief　of　the　prison　and　o箭cers．　Ironically，“Instructions”officers，　who
deal　with　the　prisoners　directly，　have　the　biggest　impact　on　human　rights
of　prisoners．　An　ex－prisoner　mentioned，“Before　I　entered　the　prison，　the
chief　told　me，’when　o伍cers　say　it’s　black，　it　is　black　even　if　it　is　actually
white．　It’s　the　rule　here　and　do　not　forget’．”
　　Of　course，　all　the　government　ordinances　and　directions　must　be　an－
nounced　based　upon　the　law，　but　claiming　that　details　of　the　actual　work
of　correcting　prisoners　cannot　be　completed　with　the“imprisonment　sys－
tem　under　the　Iaw”，　a　right　to　handle　a　situation　at　descretion　is　granted
to　the　ofncers．　Needless　to　say，　this　right　should　not　go　beyond　the　law；
however，　Japanese　government　have　granted　this　right　under　special　power
relation．　As　an　example，　drections　are　not　shown　to　prisoners，　and　the
supreme　court　justifies　this　act　as，“．．．unnecessary　misunderstanding，　anxi－
ety，　or　uneasiness　can　be　possiblly　caused　by　allowing　the　prisoners　to　read
directions．．．”（passed　judgement　on　December　19，1977）
　Imprisonment　system　in　Japan　is　far　behind　from“imprisonment　system
under　the　law”，　and　human　rights　of　prisoners　have　not　been　established
legally．　This　fact　is　captured　rather　as　a　characteristic　of　Japanese　impris－
Onment　SyStem．
　In“Basic　principles　from　the　treatment　of　prisoners”，　it　states，“The
following　shall　always　be　determined　by　the　law　or　by　the　regulation　of　the
competent　administrative　autholity；（a）conduct　constituting　adisciplinary
offence；（b）the　types　and　duration　of　punishment　which　may　be　infiicted；
（c）the　autholity　competent　to　impose　such　punishment．”（29th　amendment）．
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Also，　in“The　protection　of　all　persons　under　any　form　of’detention　at
imprisonment”，　it　mentions，“Efforts　addressed　to　the　abolition　of　solitary
confinement　as　a　punishment，　or　to　the　restriction　of　its　use，　should　be
under－taken　and　encouraged．（Regulation　7）
　By　the　way，　the　prison　Iaw　regulates　the　types　and　duration　of　punish－
ment（60th　amendament），　but　regarding　imposing　punishment，　it　only　states，
“sentence　to　punishment　shall　be　given　to　prisoners　by　the　chief．”in　enforce－
ment　regulation（159th　amendament）．“Penalty　Procedure”was　established
in　1992（Instructions　of　the　Minister　of　Justice，　March　25，1992），　and　it　regu－
lates　penalties　commission　and　other　matters．　However，　the　problem　is　that
these　are　more　instructions，　and　the　contents　are　not　notified　to　prisoners．”
　In　today’s　imprisonment　system，　things　that　are　ratified　to　prisoners　are
what　are　written　in“Prison　governing　convicts”（Kofu　Prison）and“Rules
for　inmates　of　Fuchu　Prison”（Fuchu　prison）．　These　rules　are　made　by　the
discretion　of　the　chief　of　each　prison．　In　FUchu　Prison’s　rule　book，　giving
“punishment”is　explained　as，“breaking　the　law　and　what　is　written　in
Rules　for　inmates’as　a　suppliment　is　subject　to　punishment．”The　50th
amendment　of　the　prison　law　is　reffered　here．
　These“rules　for　inmates”are　applied　by　the　judgement　of　the　o伍cers．
Fbr　instance，　many　prisons　have　this　rule；“Inmates　who　are　at　work　are
not　allowed　to　refuse　their　work，　be　Iazy，　or　disturb　others　without　any　rea－
sonable　excuse．”，　and　because　of　this　rule，　if　a　prisoner　checks　the　time，　or
if　a　prisoner’s　eyes　meet　one　of　the　o箭cers　eyes，　he　is　subject　to　punishment
for‘‘being　lazy”．
　　It　is　not　necessary　to　bring　up　United　Nations　standard　minimum　rules，
but　in　it’s　60th　amendment，　it　states，“The　regime　of　the　institution　should
seek　to　minimize　any　difference　between　prison　life　and　life　at　liberty　which
tend　to　lesson　the　responsibility　of　the　prisoners　or　the　respect　due　to　their
dignity　as　human　beings．”，　and　in　MSW，　it　states，“When　a　court　sentences
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an　offender　to　imprisonment，　it　imposes　a　punishment　which　is　inherently
extramely　afHictive．　Prison　conditions　shall　not　seek　to　aggrevate　this
inherent　afHictions．
　　Adefinate　problem　in　Japanese　imprisonment　system　is　that　none　of　these
administrative　regulations　are　exposed　to　the　public．　Any　information　on
imprisonment　system　is　kept　strictly　confidencial．　This　type　of　system　does
not　only　have　any　legal　relation　but　also　does　not　show　any　respect　to
“being　worth　being　human”．　This　problem　is　beyond　rights　and　obligation
relation．　This　matter　shall　be　examined　more　concretely　in　connection　with
the　International　Code．
　　（1）Accomodations
　　In　Japan，　the　physical　examination　is　held　to　the　person　who　is　newly
confined　to　the　detention　house　or　the　prison．　At．that　time，　he　is　ordered
to　be　naked　and　should　undergo　the　examination　to　insert　the　glass　stick
into　the　anal　orifice．　Examination　of　pubis　is　sometimes　done　to　the　male
prlsoners．
－In　the　prison，　the　hands，　the　feet　soles　and　the　mouth　of　the　prisoners　are
examined　with　all　their　clothes　taken　off　in　the　morning　and　evening　every
day　when　they　go　and　come　back　from　the　work－house．［Fig．1］
　Such　a　humiliating　physical　examination　like　this　conforms　to“the　inhu－
mane　or　degrading　treatment”prohibited　by　the　Covenant．
　In　the　detention　house　and　the　prison　in　Japan，　a　prisoner　cannot　consult
the　doctor　unless　he　is　seriously　ill．　Even　if　he　is　moved　to　the　infirmary
with　a　serious　desease，　he　can　consult　the　only　one　full－time　doctor　at　most
（Some　prisons　have　no　ful1－time　doctor）．　He　can　scarcely　consult　the　medical
specialist．　As　the　result，　some　prisoners　have　died　of　belated　treatment　in
these　20　years．
　（2）Hairstyle　and　Clothing
　According　to　the　memorandum（1991．4．12），　male　prisoners’s　hairstyle　should
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be　either　O．2cm　length　all　the　way　or　1．6cm　length．　However，　those　who　has
been　serving　their　terms　long　enough　and　those　whose　term　is　to　be　up　in　3
months　can　have　5cm－long　haircut．　Either　case，　prisoners　are　forced　to　have
avery　short　haircut．　This　fact　is　far　away　form　what　is　written　under　the
minimum　standard　rules　16：“in　order　that　prisoners　may　maintain　a　good
appearance　compatible　with　their　self　respect，　facilities　shall　be　provided
for　the　proper　hair　and　beard，　and　men　shall　be　enabled　to　shave　regularly．”
　　Prisoners　are　not　allowed　to　wear　their　own　clothes．　They　are　forced
to　wear　grey　uniform　which　con伍ct　with　the　minimum　standards　rules　17；
“Such　clothing　shall　in　no　manner　be　humiliating．”
　　（3）Food
　　The　minimum　standard　rules　states　that“every　prisoners　shall　be　provided
by　the　administration　at　the　usual　hours　with　food　of　nutritional　value
adequate　for　health　and　strength，　of　wholesome　quality　and　well　prepared
and　served．”“Drinking　water　shall　be　available　to　every　prisoner　whenever
he　needs　it”．（20th　amendment）
　In　Japan，　meal　used　to　be　categorized　into　five　different　menus．　Since　1995，
menu　has　been　categorized　as　A　meal，　B　meal，　and　C　meal．　Total　calory　of
the　main　dish　is　2000kcal．（it　used　to　be　3000kcal．），　and　this　explains　that
side　dishes’calories　have　been　increased　Several　improvements　have　been
made　for　the　prison　meal；however，　it　seems　that　the　degree　of　improvement
differs　from　one　prison　to　another．　Drinking　water　is　not　provided　all　the
time．　An　average　adult　prisoner　spends　about　366．14　yen　for　subsidiary
article　of　diet．　Not　to　mention，　prisoners　cannot　have　any　kinds　of　alcohol
beverage　or　cigarettes．
　　（4）Exercise
　The　minimum　standard　rules　states　that“prisoners　must　be　able　to　go
outside　to　do　some　exercise　at　Ieast　for　an　hour（the　21st，85th　amendment
in　European　Standard　rules）．　However，　prisoners　are　allowed　to　be　outside
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only　for　30　minutes（106）．　There　are　several　reasons　why　prisoners　exercis－
ing　time　is　limited．　The　reason　can　be：bad　weather，　taking　a　bath，　Sundays
and　holidays，　condition　of　the　ground　and　etc．　This　is　one　of　the　problems
contradicting　the　international　code．
　In　Japanese　prisons，　general　treatment　such　as　meal　and　sanitation　are
also　far　from　those　of　international　level．　Here　weare　going　to　refer　to　the
exercise　as　one　of　the　typical　examples．
　In　Japanese，　outdoor－exercise　is　permitted　only　30　minutes　a　day，　which
inCludes　the　time　going　back　and　forth　between　the　cell　and　the　exercise
area．　Inmates　cannot　take　exercise　in　rainy　days，　because　there　is　no　indoor－
exercise　area　in　the　prison．　Outdoor－exercise　is　not　permitted　also　in　bath
days　twice　a　week．　Thus，　as　you　know，　the　actual　state　is“at　most　one
hour　per　week　exercise．”　　ノ
　（5）Medical　Services
　In　the　minimum　Standard　rules，　it　mentions，“at　every　institution　there
shall　be　available　the　services　of　at　least　one　quali丘ed　medicical　o伍cer．”
Medical　service　is　available　in　Japanese　prisons，　however，　quali丘ed　othcers
are　not　on　duty　for　24　hours　a　day．　As　of　1994，　the　number　of　registered
medical　doctors　are　226　throughout　Japan（White　paper　of　Crime　in　Japan
1995edition），　which　is　rated　one　doctor　per　300　prisoners．“I　was　on　the
waiting　Iist　for　2　months　to　have　an　appoint．”“I　explained　the　symptoms
that　I　was　having，　but　they　only　gave　me　one　dose　of　a　counter　drug．”
Many　prisoners　have　common　cornplaints　like　these．　Most　of　the　Dertists
are　part－time，　and　they　will　visit　prisons　only　once　a　week．　A　conversation
between　the　prisoner　and　the　doctor　is　extremely　limited．　Prisoners　are　not
allowed　to　complain　nor　question　doctors　treatments．
　　（6）Contacts　with　the　Outside
　In　the　minimum　standard　rules，　it　states，“Prisoners　shall　be　able　to　meet
with　his　family　members　and／or　close　friends　regularly．”（the　37th　amend一
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ment）in　Japan，　prisoners　are　allowed　to　meet　with　or　send　correspondence
to　their　family　under　one　specific　condition，　but　they　are　not　allowed　to
meet　with　or　even　send　a　crrespondence　to　their　friends．　Meeting　is　super－
vised　by　a　prison　othcer．　The　prison　o伍cer　takes　notes　on　the　subject　that
aprisoner　and　his　family　is　talking　about，　and　the　oficer　has　the　authority
to　interrupt　the　conversation　when　the　topics　have　something　to　do　with　the
prison．　In　some　prisons，　is　able　to　meet　with　his　parents，　wife，　and　children
without　any　supervision．　If　a　prisoner　has　no　family　or　relatives，　he　has
no　opportunity　to　have　a　meeting．　One　meeting　must　be　finished　in　15－20
mlnutes．
　　Communication　by　correspondence　has　the　same　type　of　regulations．　The
number　of　letters　and　the　person　that　prisoners　can　write　to　are　limited．
Under　the．minimum　standard　rules（the　39th　amendment），　prisoners　are
entitled　to　have　a　contact　with　outside　on　a　regular　base，　including　newspa－
pers，　magazines，　relatively　signi丘cant　local／world　news，　however，　only　one
newspaper　is　cycled　among　prisoners，　and　no　one　is　allowed　to　read　the
paper　all　by　himself．
　Written　communications　are　also　restricted　as　stringently　as　direct　meet－
ing．　Regardless　of　convict　or　not，　prison　authorities　censor　all　of　them　and
black　out　portions　of　commonly　published　books　or　newspapers．1A　photo－
graphic　specimen　of　Nietzsche’s　handwriting　in　a　book　written　in　Japanese
was　erased　because　some　foreign　language　could　be　seen　there．［Fig．2］A
Photograph　of　the　Palestinians　in　the　refugee　camp　killed　by　Israeli　soldiers
was　blacked　out　for　the　reason　that　the　detainees　might　be　stimulated．　Even
an　academic　commentary　book　for　the　Prison　Law　written　by　a　consultant
of　the　Ministry　of　Justice　was　prohibited　to　bring　from　the　outside．　Letters
between　the　accused　in　a　criminal　case　and　the　attorney　are　sometimes
censored　and　blacked　out．
　As　examples　of　complaint　initiations，　it　gives　petitions　to　inspectors　or
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the　Minister　of　Justice，　meetings　with　directors　of　institutions，1awsuits
both　civil　and　administrative，　complaint，　accusation　and　declaration　of　hu－
man　rights　invasions．　However，　petitions　and　meetings　with　directors　are
not　effective　for　the　inmates　because　there　is　no　legal　requirement　for　re－
sponses　to　these　actions．　Even　if　the　inmates　initiate　complaints　according
to　these　procedures，　there　is，　in　most　cases，　only　a　formal　response　that　the
complaints　have　been　recieved．
　　The　Iargest　problem　is　that　prison　administration　authorities　in　Japan　do
not　recognize　even　the　rights　of　inmates　to　initiate　any　lawsuit．　If　an　inmate
initiates　a　lawsuit　in　the　prison，　he　will　undergo　solitary　confinement　at　once．
He　cannot　initiate　any　lawsuit　without　preparation　for　receiving　such　a
disadvantage．　Mqreover，　even　after　the　initiation　of　Iawsuit，　the　inmates　are
prevented　from　appearing　in　court．　Meeting　period　with　lawyers　is　limited
within　30　minutes．　Guards　on　the　side　of　the　defendant，　prison　authorities，
stand　in　on　such　a　meeting，　taking　notes　on　every　conversation．　Even　the
papers　that　the　plaintiff　will　produce　to　the　court　are　often　censored，　erased
－or　seized．
　　Prisoners　are　allowed　to　have　maximum　of　three　books．　The　selection　can
be　made　from　Prison　library　books　or　books　that　someone　brings　from　he
outside．　However，　the　books　that　prisoners　have　selected　are　often　clipped
or　painted　with　dark　ink．　Three　3　books　which　are　sold　in　the　regular
bookstores　are　allowed　in　most　of　the　prisons．　Prisoners　can　only　watch
and／or　listen　to　the　channels／stations　that　the　prison　chooses．　They　are　not
allowed　to　select　their　favorite　channels　or　stations．
　　（7）Discipline　and　punishment
　　The　minimum　standard　rules　states　that“Discipline　and　Punishment”
must　be　strictly　prosecuted．　However，　it　also　states，“no　more　restriction
than　is　necessary　for　safe　custody　and　Well－ordered　community　life．”（the
27th　amendment）．　This　statement　obligates　us　to　determine　the　following
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matters　by　regulations：（a）action　which　violates　the　regulations，（b）Types
and　period　of　punishment，　and（c）institution　which　governes（a）and（b）（30th
amendment）
　　Japanese　law　mention　regarding　discipline　and　punishment　as　folows：“In－
mates　who　violates　rules　should　be　punished．”（The　59th　amendment／Crimi－
nal　law）
　　Nothing　is　mentioned　regarding　the　structure　of　the　punishment．　Prison
regulations　are　noted　tothe　prisonere　as　Chief　prison　o伍cer’s　command．
There　is　no　policy　on　Penal　Facility　Bi11．
　　There　are　regulations　on　types　and　period　on　punishment　in　the　60th
amendment　of　the　Criminal　law．
　　Aprotective　cell　is　a　particular　cell　that　is　provided　neither　in　the　Prison
Law　nor　in　the　enforcement　regulation　of　that　law．　The　floor　is　covered
・with　linoleum．　To　say　nothing　of　furniture，　the　cell　has　no　projection．　It
is　dark　even　in　the　daytime　only　with　a　small　window　and　a　naked　light．
If　a　prisoner　is　shut　in　this　cell，　he　feels　almost　su任ocated．　Moreover，　it
is　cold　in　winter　as　the　ventilation　fan　is　moving　all　day　Iong．　Prisoners
cannot　sleep　at　night　owing　to　its　noise．　They　are　watched　by　TV　camera
for　24　hours．　As　the　toilet　is　a　simple　hole　on　the　floor，　they　cannot　wash
off　themselves．
　　This　particular　cell　is　not　used　to　protect　the　prisoners　from　committing
suicide　or　injuring　themselves　as　the　name　suggests，　but　to　suppress　the
　resistance　of　prisoners．
　　Almost　all　the　cases，　the　protective　cell　is　used　in　combination　with　the
leather　handcuff．　Prisoners　cannot　help　grovelling　on　the　floor　and　eating
food　with　mouth　like　dogs　or　cats，　because　their　hands　are　fixed　on　the　fore
and　back　of　the　body．［Fig．3］They　must　discharge　feces　and　urine　with
drawers　on．　Expecting　such　a　case，　the　prison　administration　authorities
make　a　hole　on　the　fore　of　drawers．
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　　The　combined　use　of　the　protective　cell　and　the　leather　handcuff　is　to　de－
base　the　dignity　of　human　beings．　We　must　say　that　it　is　one　of　the　tortures
prohibited　by　the　said　Covenant．　On　February　16　in　1976，　a　defendant　of
acriminal　case，　confined　in　the　protective　cell　of　Osaka　Detention　House，
died　of　cold　after　taking　a　bad　turn　of　alienation　and　general　prostration．
　　Prisoners　in　Japan　are　usually　engaged　in　group　work　at　the　work－house
in　the　prison　in　the　daytime　and　con丘ned　in　the　community　cell　or　the
solitary　cell　at　night．　However，　in　some　cases，　prisoners　are　confined　in
the　solitary　cell　all　day　long　for　the　purpose　of　security．　This　is　called　the
treatment　of　strict　solitary　confinement．　It　is　presumed　that　about　10％of
the　prisoners　undergo　this　kind　of　treatment．
　　If　a　prisoner　undergoes　the　treatment　of　strict　solitary　con6nement，　he
must　sit　and　work　in　the　cell　alone　even　in　the　daytime．　He　cannot　stand　up
nor　move　his　body　freely．　He　cannot　join　the　recreation　enjoyed　by　other
lnmates．
　　In　spite　that　the　prison　administration　authorities　recognize“There　is　a
－certain　danger　of　the　long－term　solitary　confinement　injuring　the　mental　or
physical　health　of　the　prisoners，”the　term　can　be　renewed　every　3　months．
Isoe　Yoichi，　who　has　been　con丘ned　in　Asahikawa　Prison　with　life　impris－
onment，　has　undergone　the　treatment　of　strict　solitary　confinement　for　12
years・
　　The　treatment　of　strict　solitary　confinement　is　clearly　against　Article　100f
the　Covenant，　because　it　entrusts　the　discretion　of　the　prison　administration
authorities　with　the　long－term　isolated　confinement　that　is　against　humanity．
　　If　penalty　is　inHicted　on　the　prisoner，　meeting　and　communication　are
prohibited　between　the　persons　outside　the　prison．　Physical　exercise　and
bathing　are　restricted．　Listening　to　the　radio　is　also　prohibited．　The　pris－
oner　is　forced　to　sit　on　the　de丘nite　place　in　the　cel1．　He　is　prohibited　even
to　look　aside．　He　cannot　read　a　newspaper　nor　a　book．　He　is　suffering
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from　this　treatment　so　much　not　only　physically　but　also　mentally．　This
treatrnent　conforMs　the　torture　that　Article　70f　the　Covenant　prohibits．
　Moreover，　the　requirements　to　inflict　this　penalty　are　obscure　and　wide．
For　example，　even　if　fellow　prisoners　only　exchange　greetings　as“Good
morning”，　they　are　inflicted　penalty．　Usually，　a　prisoner　is　inflicted　penalty
if　he　feeds　the　birds　through　the　window　of　the　cell．　On　the　last　part　of　the
compliance　rules，　there　is　written“（Prisoners）should　obey　the　suggestion
of　the　othcers”．　Owing　to　this　article，　prisoners　are　easily　inflicted　penalty
as“breach　of　suggestion”“resistance　to　order”，　no　matter　how　it　is　trivial．
　In－cell　inspections　are　held　every　morning　and　evening．　During　the　period
of　inspection，　detainees　are　required　to　sit　in　their　cells　in　the　seiza　position
［Fig．4］．　Seiza　is　one　of　Japanese　traditional　customs　that　has　been　done
by　low　class　people　in　front　of　high　class　people．　Moreover，　prisoners　are
forced　to　march　like　the　military．　くl
　No　wages　are　paid　for　the　convicts　work．　Instead，　only　a　small　sum　of
money　is　paid　as　a　gratuity，　even　which　will　be　forfeited　in　case　of　penalty．
The　amount　is　about　one　hundreds　of　the　wages　paid　to　the　workers　outside．
Convicts　get　hard　pressed　of　food，　clothes　and　housing　for　lack　of　money
from　the　day　when　they　are　released　from　the　prison．　Therefore，　many　of
them　recommit　an　offence　and　return　to　the　prison　only　within　a　month．
　（8）Work
The　71th　thru　the　76th　amendments　talk　about“work”in　prison．①Work
shall　not　be　harshful　（i）　Variety　of　work　selections　must　be　available③Any
injury　occurred　during　the　work　must　be　compensated．④Descent　salary
must　be　paid　and　etc．　The　four　things　mentioned　above　are　not　being
followed　in　Japanese　prisons．
①Working　hour　is　8　hours　a　day，　Prisoners　are　supPosed　to　pay　attention
to　only　their　work．　Looking　at　other　prisoners　or　having　an　eye　contact
with　a　supervisor　is　considered　as　being　lazy，　and　any　such　actions　are
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sublect　to　punishment．　Going　to　the　bathroom，　wiping　sweat　off　of　the・face
with　a　hand　towel，　blowing　nose　etc，　must　be　done　during　the　designated
time　of　their　work　period．　Prisoners　must　achieve　their　status　quo．
　　②Prisoners　have　no　right　to　choose　jobs．
　　③“Labor　Standard　Law”cannot　be　apPlied　to　prisoners（1974　not　i丘ca－
tion）As　of　1994，　main　compensation　prices　are：Death（Maximum　4，198，000
yen　Ave．2，799，000　min．1，399，000）Disabled（Max．5，009，000yen　Min．1，670，000
　　　　　　　ゴ
yen）Impaired（Max．368，000yen）．
④No　wages　paid．　Work　in　prison　is　gratulty．　Prisoners　can　be　ranked
lthru　10　and　the　lst　rank　prisoners　get　paid　30．80yen，10th　rank　prisoners
get　4．30yen　per　hour（1994）．　The　average　monthly　salary　was　3，501yen　in
l994．　Prisoners　uses　1／50f　their　salary　to　purchase　toiletries，　stationaries，
and　other　necessaries．　It　is　obvious　that　only　a　small　amount　of　money　is
left　in　prisoners　hands．　In　some　prisons，　prisoner’s　money　is　deducted　from
their　savings　account　as　punishment．
　The　average　of　35，803　prisoners　get　engaged　with　prison　work　every　day，
and　about　134　million　yen　goes　to　national　revenues．（1994）
　Japanese　prisons　are　forcing　prisoners　to　work　for　nothing　and　treating
them　as　if　they　were　slaves．
　（9）Death　Row
　Prisoners　on　death　row　are　basically　waiting　for　their　penalty　to　be　prose－
cuted，　and　they　merely　have　the　chance　to　go　back　to　the　society．　Yet，　they
should　still　have　the　right　to　be　treated　as　human　beings．　However，　the
treatments　of　the　prisoners　on　death　roW　are　not　following　the　statement；
“No　one　shall　be　subjected　to　torture　or　to　cruel，　Inhuman　or　degrading
treatment　or　punishment．”under　the　human　rights　regulations（ex．　the
6th，7th，10th，　and　17th　amendments）and　minimum　standard　rule（the　37th
amendment　regarding　tra伍c　in　the　outside）that　Japan　has　ratified．
　In　the　past，　prisoners　on　death　row　were　treated　as　criminal　defendants，
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but　the　notification　of　1963　have　restricted　the　rights　of　prisoners　on　death
row　because　of　the　following　reasons：（1）in　order　not　to　cause　unnec－
essary　anxiety　to　civillins，（2）to　have　prisoners　on　death　row　stay　calm，
and（3）other　reasons　such　as　to　have　the　management　of　the　institution　run
smoothly．．　Etc．　Today，　prisoners　on　death　row　could　meet　and　communicate
with　anyone　outside．　However．　Director　General　of　the　Correction　Bureau
in　Ministry　of　Justice　prohibited．them　to　meet　and　communicate　with　the
outside　except　their　family　and　relatives　by　the　directive　on　March　15，1963．
Recently．　condemned　prisoners　are　rejected　to　meet　and　communicate　with
adopted　families　or　relatives．
　It　is　much　larger・problem　that　prison　authorities　put“the　stability　of
mind”aS　the　purpose　of　general　treatments　of　condemned　prisoners．　This
only　means“to　force　condemned　prisoners　to　abandon　their　lives　and　hope
their　own　death　through　the　treatments”．　Such　treatments　are　contrary　to
the　basis　of　humanity　and　clearly　against　Article　6＆70f　the　Covenant．
　Conclusion
　On　an　international　level，　there　is　no　country　with　a　perfect　prison　sys－
tem　which　totally　upholds　the　rights　of　prisoners．　We　have　to　ask　ourselves
whether　we　are　striving　to　reach　an　international　standard．　Japan　doesn’t
seem　to　be　headed　in　this　direction．　For　example，　the　complaints　and　ex－
pressions　in　a　legal　context　do　not　seem　to　follow　the　feelings　and　interests
of　the　inrnates．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　L
　　The　area　of　human　rights　is　an　extremely　di伍cult　matter　and　the　area　in
which　to　apply　effort　is　not　sure．　This　is　not　simply　on　a　domestic　level　but
rather　holds　true　internationally．　As　I　emphasized　in　an　article‘‘Inside　the
Hidden　Hell　of　Japan’s　Prisons”published　internationally　in　the　magazine
“Time”，（Oct，28，96　P．22）we　will　not　be　on　a　path　to　a　solution　unless　we
recognize　this　as　an　international　problem．
（see　Appendix）．
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inSpection　in　the　seiza　posiヒion　is　done　like　this．
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Appendix
HARD　TIME　（TIME，　OCTOBER　28，1996．　P．22～24）
　　　　　（This　parte　was　parmited　by　TIME　Magazine　inJapan）
TrapPed　in　Japan’s　harsh　prisons，　inmates　are　seeking　justice．Lots　of
luck　by　FRANK　GIBNEY　JR．　and　HIROKO　TASHIRO，　TOKYO
．
When　KEVIN　NEAL　MARA　arrived　at　Fuchu
prison　southwst　of　Tokyo　in　1993　to　begin　serv－
ing　a　41／2－yar　sentence，　the　rules　were　explained
to　him　in　detail．　But　Mara，32　an　American　who
had　been　caught　smUggling　l　l　kg　of　marijuana　into
Japan，　kept　forgetting　them．　One　day　he　opened
his　eyes　prematurely　at　lunch（prisoners　must　sit
with　their　eyes　shut　until　signaled　to　begin　eating）．
Another　time　he　talked　back　under　his　breath　to　a
guard．　Then　one　morning　early　this　year　he　ran
water　through　his　hair　when　he　should　only　have
washed　his　face．
　Mara’s丘rst　mistake　landed　him　in　handcuffs　and
aleather　belt　that　immobilized　his　arms．?盾秩@two
days；he　was　unabIe　to　eat（although　guards　of－
fered　to　spoon－feed　him）and　could　defecate　only
through　a　slit　in　his　trousers，　Following　the　Iatest
．incident，　in　February，　Mara　announced　he　was　su－
ing　the　Japanese　government　for＄90，000，　Because
of　that　affront，　say　his　lawyers，　he　is　in　his　36th
straight　week　of　solitary　confinement．　His　home　is
a5－sq－m　concrete　cel1，　where　for　eight　hours　each
day　he　must　sit　silently，　gluing　together　paper　bags．
　Mara　may　be　in　solitary，　but　he　is　not　alone．　Con－
sider　the　memories　of　Akira　Nomura（not　his　real
name），　who　recently　offered　to　testify　in　court　on
Mara’s　behalf．
　During　the　two　years　Nomura　was　at　Fuchu　on
adrug　charge，　he　was　put　in　solitary　confinement
on　140ccasions，　sometimes　for　as　long　as　a　month；
he　also　endured　four　days　in　‘‘the　belt”，　he　says，
and　was　roughed　up．　What　rules　did　he　break？He
made　eye　contact　with　a　guard（strictly　forbidden
while　prisoners　are　working），　scratched　his　fungus－
infected　foot（prisoners　are．not　allowed　to　make　any
unusual　movements）and　mopped　his　brow　with　a
towel　during　a　work　shift．　Nomura’s　most　enduring
memory　is　of　four　days　spent　immobilized　in　a　4・
sq・m　windowless　wooden　compartment　called“the
cage．”Recalls　the　Yokohama　construction　worker：
‘‘hheared　othor　prisoners　groaning　next　door　and
one　tearfully　pleading，‘lt　hurts；it　hurts．’”
　For　a　modern　society　that　prides　itself　on　civil・
ity，　the　mysterious　and　brutal　world　of　Japan’s　pris・
ons　is　an　incongruous，　almost　medieval　anachro・
nism．　It　is　governed　by　a　law　written　in　1908　and
adminis ered　by　a　highly　secretive　and　virtually　au・
tonomous　bureaucracy，　whose　overriding　goal　is　con－
formity．　Of　course，　by　some　standards，　the　results
are　impressive．　There　are　no　gang　brawls　or　riots
in　Japan’s　prisons．　There　is　no　overcrowding，　for
the　country’s　low　crime　rate　has　kept　the　inmate
population　Iecel　at　about　46，000　during　the　past丘ve
years・fewer　than　370ut　of　every　100，000　citizens，　in
contrast　 o 415　in　the　U．S　and　75　in　Germany，　But
the strain　of　all　that　unyielding　firmness　is　beginning
to．tell．　More　than　100　complaints．from　Japanese
prisoners　are　currently　before　the　courts；such　suits
were　once　unknown．　And　since　word　has　spread　of
Mras’s　July　21awsuit，　the　first　by　a　foreigner，　for－
mer prisoners　like　NomUra　have　begun　to　speak　out．
“The　Mar 　case　is　symbolic，”says　Koichi　Kikuta，
aMeiji　University　law　professor，“Unless　Japanese
prisons　do　things　by　international　standards，　these
Problems　will　ke p　coming　up．”
In　the　meantime，　breaking　the　law　in　Japan　is
a ightmare　from　the　moment　the　handcuffs　snap
shut， Last　summer，　for　instance，　a　French　business－
man　arrested　for　a　scu田e　with　a　taxi　driver　spent
he　 xt　10　days　in　a　Tokyo　jail　while　prosecutors
‘‘奄獅魔?唐狽奄№≠狽?пD”In　Japan　suspects　can　be　held　as　Iong
as　23　days　before　they　are　indicted．　Prosecutors
and　police　use　this　period　to　interrogate　their　sub－
jects，　and　questioning　is　rarely　casual．　Last　year
Human　Rights　Watch　reported　that　suspects，“may
be　shouted　at，　deprived　of　food　and　drink　for　days
at　at　time　or　forced．to　stand　in　a　fixed　position
for　prolonged　periods　of　time，　If　none　of　the　above
methods produces　a　confession，　interrogators　use
violence！，
After　an indictment　the　next　step　is　the　courtroom，
where　procectors　make　heavy　use　of　confessions
and　the　conv ction　rate　is　99．9％．　“The　question
s　supposed to　be‘Are　you　guilty　or　ngt？”notes
Kosaku　Suei，　a　on time　political　activist　who　spent
12years　in　Gifu　prison　for　prossession　of　explosives，
and　 ow　works　in　sales　for　a　Tokyo　publisher．”ln
Japan，　if　you　end　up　in　court，　you　know　there’s　a
punishment　coming．”
　If　you　end　up　convicted，　an　apPeal　has　little　chance
of　success：fewer　than　2％of　convictions　are　over－
turned．　And　good　luck　if　you　decide　to　indict　the
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system，　for　retaliatory　harassment　is　legendary．
“Many　prisoners　give　up　before　taking　action，”says
Rltaba　Igarashi，　author　of　a　1984　magazine　article
about　the．　justice　system．　this　week　T．Kobayashi（he
refuses　to　give　his丘rst　name）celebrates　his　second
anniversary　in　a　poorly　ventiIated，　unheated　soli・
tary　cell　at　Fuchu　prison．　He　sued　the　government，
seeking＄54，000　in　damages　for　injuries　sustained　in
abeating，　and　since　then　has　not　been　released　from
solitary　con丘nement．　Moreover，　Kobayshi’s　lawyer，
Takeshi　Fukushima，　says　Rlchu　authorities　have　not
released　accurate　medical　reports．
　The　Ministry　of　Justice丘rmly　asserts　that　noth－
ing　is　amiss．　Though　wardens　have　vast　latitude，
the　1908　Prison　Act　includes　strict　guidelines　for
punishment，　and　these　are　followed，　insists　Mikio
Toyama，　a　security　specialist　for　the　Corrections
Bureau：“Treatment　of　all　prisoners　is　completely
adequate．”The　guidelines　state　that　solitary　con一
丘nement　should　come　only　after　an　internal　hearing
at　which　inmates　are　allowed　representation　by　the
prison　of五cial　of　their　choice．　In　particular，　the　belt
may　be　used　only“to　protect　prisoners　from　their
own　violence，”says．　Toyama．　Adds　koichi　Watan－
abe，　chief　of　international　affairs　at　Fuchu：“Any－
one　who　syas　it　is　used　as　punishment　is　lying．”
Nonetheless，　a　prison　guard　who　testified　in　one　in－
mate’s　suit　admits　that　in　three　years　he　used　the
belt　50　times．
　During　a　rare　visit　granted　by　prison　authorities
to　TIME；it　was　clear　that　Fuchu　is　no　Alcatraz．
The　largest　of　the　country’s　eight　major　prisons　is
asprawling　23　hectare　complex　of　cellblocks　and
factories　that　resembles　a　corporate　headquarters，
complete　with　manicured　lawns　and　topiary，　But
an　eerie　silence　hangs　over　the　prison’s　2，080　in－
mates．　In　a　leather　workshop　on　a　sweltering　af・
ternoon，　two　unarmed　guards　watch　over　104　pris・
oners，　and　the　only　sound　is　the　whirring　of　sewing
machines．　Whether　the　temperatures　are　sti丘ngly
hot　in　summer　or　frigid　during　the　winter，　prison－
ers　may　wear　only　regulation　tunics　and　trousers．
From　the　cafeteria　walls　to　the　risers　on　cellblock
steps，　signs　warn－in　dozens　of　languages　that　no
one　should　talk．Other　tell　prisoners　which　position
to　sleep　in　and　exactly　where　to　squat　while　wait－
ing　to　bathe．　Outside，　the　only　sound　comes　from
inmates　marching　in　military　step．
In　Japen　the　idea　of　prison　is　to　cage　the　mind，
not　just　the　body．　Silence　is　deemed　a　more　effec・
tive　enforcer　than　sidearms　or　cattle　prods．　In　the
U．S．，　where　prisons　are　often　known　for　convict　vi－
olence　and　chaos，　inmates　are　closely　guarded　but
still　enjoy　freedoms　their　Japanese　counterparts　can
only　imagine．　Even　at　Maxi－SHU，　the　maximum－
security　penitentiary　at　Pelican　Bay，　California，　pris－
oners　may　smoke，　exercise　regularly　and　have　un－
1imited　access　to　books　and　writing　materials．　At
Fuchu，　where　convicts　have　considerably　tamer　ar－
rest　records，　smoking　is　bamed　and　Inost　inmates
are　allowed　only　six　books　and　one　letter　a　month．
As　for　talking，　it　is　prohibited，　except　quietly　for
31／2hours　after　dinner．
　For　a l　that，45％of　Japn’s　inmates　continue　com・
mitting　crimes　after　their　release．　The　Japanese
corrections　system　was　designed　when　the　coun－
try　had　been　op n　to　the　world　for　only　a　few　da－
c d ．　NQw　Japan　is　more　open　than　ever．　R）r－
eig 　prisoners　make　up　1．5％of　the　inmates，　more
an　doubl 　the　19911evel，　Convicted　mostly　for
crime 　 uch　as　robbery　and　drug　smuggling，　they
are　more　resistant　than　Japanese　counterparts　to
prison　authorities’application　of　the　rules．　Many　of
t e　600　foreign inmates，　from　48　countries，　do　not
speak　Japanese，　And　increasingly　they　are　fighting
the　system，　rather　than　succumbing　to　it．　Prison
authorities　say　the　problem　is　merely　one　of　com－
munication　and　cultural　assimilation．　Yet　even　the
guards　are　beginning　to　feel　the　strain　of　oMcials’
po］icies，“I　have　only　unpleasant　memories，”recalls
Tshio　Sakamoto，　a　third－generation　Osaka　prison
guard　who　quit．“They　could　make　us　do　anything
inside　those　walls．”
　Attempts　to　liberalize　t e
　1908Prison　Act　have　been　stymied　by　police　and
prison　interests．　And　because　by　tradition　prisons
are　mikko－shugi（secretive），　Japan’s　media　have　ap－
p rently　agreed　not　to　cover　them．　As　for　poIiti－
cians，　they　seem　indifferent．　Japan　does　not　have
aparliamentary　organization　that　monitors　pris・
on ，　though　lower－house　mimber　Nobuaki　Futami
keeps　abreast　of　penal　issues　as　secretary－generaI
of　the　Diet　Association　to　Abolish　Capital　Punish－
ment．　Asked　to　comment　on　prisons，　however，　he
replied　that he　really　didn’t　know　anything　about
them，　but　if　the stories　were　true，“we　should　a］l　do
som t ing．”
　Lawyers　at　Japan’s　Frederation　of　Bar　Associa－
tion are　trying．　The　two・year－oId　Center　for　Pris－
on rs’R ghts　receives　more　calls　and　cases　than
its　100　volunteer　lawyers　can　comfortably　handle．
Western　embassies　are　discussing　a　joint　diplomatic
p tition　 o　improve　prison　conditions，　How　hard
tha 　will　be　can　be　measured　by　the　slightness　of
victories　in　the　few　legal　breakthroughs　so　far．　A
Tokushima　court　this　year　upheld　a　prisoner’s　right
to　meet　with　an　attorney　for　longer　than　30　minutes
at　a　time．　And　the　Tokyo　High　Court　ordered　a　de－
tention　center　to　produce　complete　medical　records
for an　Egyptian　prisoner；the　man　is　suing　Tokyo
Detention　Center　for　allegedly　beating　him　and　con・
fining　him　several　times　to　a　filthy，　windowless“pun－
ishment　room．”
As for　kevi Mare，the　Ministry　of　Justice　must　re・
spqnd　to　 he　charges　in　his　lawsuit　by　Nov．11，　But
the　ministry　is　not　likely　to　admit　any　wrongdo－
ing．“lsn’t　he　complaining　that　he　was　treated　im－
properly　by　prisoh　of五cials？”asks　the　Corrections
Bureau’s　Toyama．“I　can’t　say　such　things　never
happe ， but　it　is　unlikely　that　the　state　would　do
anything　un awful，　and　we　wilI　continue　to　say　so
in　court．”Whatever　omcials　say，　if　prisoners　like
Mara　keep　complaing，　it　may　begin　to　look　as　if
Japan’s　jailers，　as　much　as　their　charges，　deserve　to
be　locked　up．
　　　、
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